INSTRUCTIONAL CONNECTIONS

Personalize learning to
help each student grow

There are so many ways for you to use assessment

You have options

data to better support your students. And here’s one

When you partner with NWEA, you’re not locked into

of them: NWEA® allows you to connect data from MAP®
Growth™ to a wide variety of instructional content
and resources, making it easier for you to differentiate
instruction for students with diverse needs and improve
learning outcomes.

a one-size-fits-all curriculum. We partner with many
different curriculum providers, data aggregation
platforms, and organizations that provide reading
resources, giving you the flexibility to connect your data
to valuable tools—across subjects and grade levels.

How it works
Use MAP Growth RIT scores to:
++ provide students with instructional content tailored
to their specific learning needs
++ create personalized learning paths for individual
students and small groups
++ generate instructional resources and lesson plans
++ maximize learning—in the classroom and at home
++ drive growth, meet goals, and track progress

“While students showed some growth
on MAP Growth scores last school
year, they showed an average of 1.5
grade levels of growth after using
the MAP Growth informed learning
paths in the second semester of this
school year.”
Kevin Green, Elementary Principal
Laker School District, MI
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HOW IT HELPS

Achieve 3000:

2–12

Informational

Achieve 3000 delivers engaging nonfiction content that supports

reading

core curriculum, literacy skills, content-area knowledge, response

KidBiz, TeenBiz,
and Empower

to intervention programs, English language learners, special
education, and more.

Edgenuity:

K–12

ELA, math

Edgenuity combines direct-instruction videos featuring expert

MyPath,

teachers with rigorous assignments and performance-based tasks

Pathblazer,

to ensure subject-area mastery.

and Hybridge
Edmentum:

K–12

Study Island

ELA, math,

Edmentum helps you to easily pinpoint strengths and weaknesses

science

and target them with standards-based content.

ELA, math,

This interactive solution helps you focus on areas where students

reading

need additional instruction or remediation.

Math

DreamBox adapts and differentiates math lessons based on

and ExactPath
Classworks

DreamBox

K–8

K–8

Learning Math

student-driven learning for conceptual understanding and
fluency. Along with actionable reporting and tools that empower
classroom differentiation, DreamBox gives teachers contentspecific professional development relevant to the math their
students are learning.

FEV Tutor

K–12

Math, science,

FEV Tutor provides engaging 1:1 online tutoring services that are

ELA

driven by data and personalized for each student. Using RIT scores
from NWEA, FEV Tutor creates a highly targeted tutoring plan to
meet each student’s needs. The customized tutoring is structured to
enhance classroom instruction and activities to accelerate learning.

Imagine Learning

K-12

ELA, math

Imagine Learning delivers award-winning language, literacy,
and mathematics solutions for pre-K–12 students. Students and
teachers love Imagine Language & Literacy, Imagine Math, and
Imagine Math Facts because they are research- and evidencebased, data driven, instructionally differentiated, and incredibly fun
to use. The Imagine Learning family is dedicated to changing lives
and opening doors of opportunity for children.

Glynlyon:

K–12

ELA, math

Odysseyware

Odysseyware incorporates rich multimedia, dynamic learning
activities, direct-instruction videos, virtual labs, and embedded
instructional supports into its content.

MATHia

6–12

Math

Driven by each student’s unique learning process, MATHia uses

by Carnegie

data to better understand where students are and how to coach

Learning

them through problems.

Khan Academy

K–12

Math

Khan Academy links you to web-based exercises that are ideal for
independent classroom work, skill-based small group instruction, and
at-home learning.

Learning A–Z:

K–5

ELA, reading

Raz-Plus provides thousands of differentiated reading resources to

Raz-Plus and

make blended learning easier. Reading A–Z incudes an extensive

Reading A–Z

collection of resources, including leveled books, lesson plans, and
teaching materials.

Curriculum Crafter

K–12

ELA, math

This cloud-based curriculum and planning platform includes over
700,000 units of instruction and 1,000 sample lesson plans.

Your Reading Path

K–12

Reading

This website lets you link RIT scores with over 7,000 specially
printed books across a wide range of topics and action genres,
matching for readability, interest, and age appropriateness.

SuccessMaker

K–8

Math, reading

This adaptive and prescriptive scheduling intervention program
continuously adjusts the pace and path of instruction based on each
student’s performance.

Wowzers

K–8

Math

Wowzers Math is an engaging program based on the “Science of
Learning” that appeals to tactile, visual, and verbal learners with the
ability to create a personalized path for each student. The content
supports core curriculum and is aligned to all state standards.

AUTHORIZED DATA PARTNER
Silverback

K–12

Learning Solutions

This platform integrates MAP Growth learning continuum data with
Silverback Mileposts, enabling educators to launch individual or
group assignments and interventions.

Otus

K–12

Otus and NWEA help educators visualize their MAP Growth data
alongside other data, creating a more complete learning profile
with actionable data to maximize learning.

Want more info? Email instructionalconnections@nwea.org
or visit NWEA.org/instructional-connections

NWEA is a not-for-profit organization that supports students and educators worldwide by providing assessment solutions, insightful reports,
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